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Calculation of the optical scheme of an augmented reality video module
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1. Introduction
At present the optical properties of coatings applied 
to the waveguide displays of AR glasses are not 
clearly investigated, and there are also difficulties in 
designing an optical scheme of a video module of 
AR glasses [1].

2. Optical module
2.1 Module scheme and its composite 
elements
Figure 1 illustrates the optical module scheme. 
Where: 1 -  emitting diode; 2 -  lenses responsible 
for transmitting radiation to the beamsplitter; 3 -  
beamsplitter; 4 -  microdisplay; 5 -  lens; 6 -  
waveguide. Figure 2 illustrates the augmented 
reality display waveguide with areas for coating [2].

Figure 1: Optical module scheme

Figure 2: The waveguide scheme with areas for coating

3. Optical properties of augmented reality
display waveguide
3.1 The required coating parameters
Four versions of coating parameters for
semireflective mirrors were studied [3]. Reflection 
coefficients for each version are:
Version 1: Zonel: 40%, Zone2: 55%, Zone3: 63%, 
Zone4:80%.
Version 2: Zonel: 30%, Zone2: 45%, Zone3: 53%, 
Zone4:70%.
Version 3: Zonel: 15%, Zone2: 35%, Zone3 :43%, 
Zone4:60%.
Version: Zonel: 20%, Zone2: 25%, Zone3: 34%, 
Zone 4: 50%.

Figure 3 shows the values of the radiation power 
reflected from each zone for all versions of coating 
parameters.

Figure 3. Radiation power dependence for each zone

3.2 Modeling optical properties of coatings of 
waveguide AR displays
Based on the calculation of optical coating 
properties of three materials (Ta20s/Si02, ТЮг/БЮг, 
Nb205/Si02) and at different angles of incidence, 
optimal thickness and number of layers of applied 
coatings were calculated, and also optimal materials 
for each semireflective surface were selected. They 
are: Zonel: ТЮг/БЮг, d=2.693 pm, N=30; Zone2: 
Nb205/Si02, d=2.285 pm, N=27; Zone3: Ta205/Si02, 
d=2.767 pm, N=29, Zone4: ТЮг/БЮг, d=2.707 pm, 
N=27. It is shown that the optimal angle of incidence

is the angle в =30°. Figure 4 shows the dependence 
of reflection coefficients on wavelength of the 
incident radiation of optimal materials for each zone.
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Figure 4. Dependence of reflection coefficients 
on wavelength for each zone
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